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2015 Builder Impressions Research Report

Introduction
CRUNCH research insights & advice and Harris/Decima are pleased to present this report to
Tarion Warranty Corporation highlighting the results from a recently completed telephone
survey of key personnel at a random selection of registered builders in Ontario (“builders”).
Our report synthesizes our findings to help Tarion understand the challenges and
opportunities to strengthen relationships with Ontario builders.

Why the Need for Research?
The primary goal of this research is to understand builders’ perceptions of Tarion’s recent
performance, customer service, and image, among various other factors. Surveying builders
also offers Tarion direct perspective on the major trends and issues facing their
organizations and their local markets.
Tarion will use the insights gained from this research to gauge perceptions of its corporate
performance. In addition, the results will provide current data that can be used in decisionmaking about future builder communication and service improvement strategies.

Research Approach
CRUNCH research insights & advice Inc. worked with Tarion to update a similar
questionnaire last used to survey builders in 2013.
In 2015, our data collection partner Nielsen Opinion Quest completed 257 interviews with
key personnel at randomly selected registered builders in Ontario. All surveys were
completed between November 2015 and January 2016. The average survey length was less
than 20 minutes in length and the response rate was 19% - which is considered a solid
percentage for similar research studies.
The survey sample of 257 interviews is weighted to represent the builder population of
Ontario in terms of size and region. The survey deliberately included disproportionately large
samples of Large and Medium-sized builders, reflecting the large number of homes these
relatively smaller groups of builders construct and enrol in the warranty program. The report
presents the survey findings in aggregate only, respecting all assurances of confidentiality
and anonymity we promised the individual interviewees.
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As a general rule, only differences of at least 10% between these groups should be
considered statistically significant.
Builder
Segment
Large (100+)
Medium (11-99)
Small (1-10)
All

Size of
Population*
106
388
1453

Unweighted
sample
57
100
100

Weighted
sample
14
51
192

Confidence**

1947

257

257

6%

(19 times in 20)

13%
10%
10%

* Among registered builders who had at least one possession in the 12 months preceding November 1 2015.
** Sample confidence is based on the actual (unweighted) sample size.

This report begins with an executive summary outlining the key findings as well as the
conclusions from the research, followed by a detailed analysis of the results.
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Executive Summary
This report highlights the results from Tarion’s 2015 Builder Impressions Survey of 257
telephone interviews with key personnel at registered builders in Ontario. The survey
objectives were to:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand builders’ overall market outlook for new residential construction and the
top challenges they are facing (to provide context and identify the potential influence
of external market perspectives on their impressions of Tarion);
Determine builders’ overall impression of Tarion, performance perceptions, and the
strength of relationship builders feel they have with Tarion;
Reveal builders’ specific impressions of Tarion across a range of corporate
performance attributes and traits;
Explore what issues, if any, builders have with recent changes Tarion has made;
Capture builders’ suggestions for improvements;
Determine the key drivers of builders’ impressions of Tarion in order to help identify
the priority areas for future relationship management initiatives; and
Measure satisfaction with Tarion’s builder registration and new home enrolment
processes.

Our key findings and perspectives are presented in this executive summary:

Builders’ Optimism
A majority of builders feels the residential construction market and their own company’s
prospects will remain stable or improve over the next 12 months.





89% of builders expect the market for new residential construction activities will look
promising or stable over the next 12 months – this is unchanged since 2013
90% of builders also feel that the market for their own company holds promise or
stability over the same period.
Expectations of increased activity have risen significantly for the Large builder
category (63% vs 50% in 2013).
Fewer builders (11%) are pessimistic about the market for new residential
construction – but, these builders with a negative outlook continue to have a much
more negative view of Tarion across a number of impression measures.

The latter of these insights speaks to the influence external factors and market conditions
can have on impressions of Tarion’s performance as the regulator and warranty guarantor.
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Consensus on Major Issues & Challenges
Survey results revealed the persistence of five key trends, issues or challenges that builders
expect to face over the next 12 months. We’ve grouped these top issues as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Availability of skilled labour/tradespeople
Finding land to build on/acquisition/development
Economy/recession/consumer confidence/market conditions
Increasing home/land costs/staying under budget
Government regulation/permits/fees/demands

Availability of skilled tradespeople is now the top challenge (up 5% from 2013) and now
equally concerning is finding land (particularly in the GTA) to build on which also rose
significantly since 2013. While Government regulation was a common concern in 2013, this
has now subsided.

Builders’ Overall Impressions of Tarion
Overall impressions of Tarion show positive momentum driven by the Small builder segment.
- they saw a 12% increase over 2013.
.
 82% (vs. 73% 2013) of builders hold a very or somewhat favourable impression of
Tarion, with the increase led by the Small builders (up 12%)
 96% of builders say Tarion’s change in commitment to customer service is stable or
improving. Small builders are still less likely to acknowledge improvements; instead
they believe Tarion’s commitment to customer service has remained the same
(48%).
 More builders say Tarion is accessible (90% vs. 88% 2013) and listens to the needs
and concerns of builders (76% vs. 70% 2013). The impression of Tarion as “Fair”
also increased (83% vs. 74% 2013).
 90% of builders describe their relationship with Tarion as good or better.

Builder Outreach Opportunities
Local Home Builders Associations (HBAs) and their meetings/events may be channels to
help enhance relationships with some builders. Small builders however are much less often
engaged in their local HBA (only 45% belong to a local HBA versus 79% of Medium-sized
builders and 92% of Large builders). As a result, Tarion may need to incorporate other
approaches.
This executive summary discussion represents our key findings.
presented on the following pages.
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Detailed Findings
This report is divided into seven broad sections. The first and second sections explore
builders’ outlook for the new residential construction market and synthesizes their
perspectives on key challenges and emerging issues.
The third section examines builders’ impressions of Tarion, including overall performance
and impression measures. The fourth presents the evaluation of Tarion’s builder Licensing &
Home Enrolment processes, and the fifth includes builder’s suggestions for improvements
Tarion could consider.
Comparisons to previous results on common measures included in Tarion’s 2013 Builder
Impression Survey are presented in the sixth section. The last section summarizes the
decision-makers’ engagement with local HBAs and opportunities for market outreach.
Each section in this report provides a thorough overview of the key survey findings. Where
available, we incorporate respondents’ representative verbatim comments to illustrate our
observations and interpretations.

Note: Some additive percentages in this report may not sum to their component parts due to
rounding. Additive percentages accurately reflect their component parts.
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Industry Outlook
This year’s survey began with a few short questions to help set builders’ impression of Tarion
in the broader context of their views of what’s happening in the new residential construction
market overall and their own company. This is the third year such questions have been
asked as part of the Tarion Survey of builder Impressions.

New Residential Building Activity - Market Outlook
Most builders (89%) feel the next 12 months look promising or stable when asked about their
outlook for new residential construction activities in the markets in which they operate, which
is unchanged from 2013. Small and Large builders are the most optimistic (43% and 62%
respectively expect an increase).
The few builders (11%) who have a pessimistic market outlook also tend to have a more
negative view of Tarion’s performance on some survey measures. This offers evidence that
impressions of Tarion are, in part, linked to external context factors over which Tarion may
not have influence.

New Residential Building Activity - Market Outlook
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New Residential Building Activity - Company Outlook
Similar to their views about the prospects for the market overall, most builders 90% feel the
future for their own company holds promise or stability; unchanged from 2013 outlook. Large
builders (63%) are most likely to forecast an increase.
Builders’ own company outlook reflects the increase builders see in the broader market. In
all categories more expect an increase and fewer expect a decrease, indicating the rise
that’s leading to the expectation of stability. Only Medium builders increasingly expect an
improving market outlook for their business, while fewer large builders now project internal
increases
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Top Issues Facing Ontario Builders
Core Challenges
We posed an open-ended question to builders asking them to express the biggest challenge
facing their company over the next 12 months. Results reveal five key trends, issues or
challenges that Tarion should be aware of as it creates strategies to strengthen relationships
with builders. In many ways these challenges are interrelated. We’ve labeled these:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Availability/Quality of skilled labour/tradespeople
Finding land to build on/acquisition/development
Economy/recession/consumer confidence/market conditions
Increasing home/land costs/staying under budget
Government regulation/permits/fees/demands

Increasingly important challenges for 2015 speak to skilled labour and land availability as
well as cost/margin pressures.
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Quality of Skilled Labour
The builder concerns regarding the availability of skilled labour are also echoed in 2015
closed-ended survey metrics. Fewer builders expect an increase in the overall quality of
skilled labour in the new residential building trades. In particular, the Medium and Large
builders are particularly concerned the quality will decrease.
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Builders’ Impressions of Tarion
Overall Performance Perceptions
Overall performance ratings of Tarion have increased, with Small volume builders driving
much of the change.
The percent satisfied in the Small category grew (24%), while the Large category softened
somewhat (-12%)
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Commitment to Customer Service
We also asked builders for their thoughts on the general momentum of Tarion’s commitment
to customer service over the past 2 years. Nearly all (96%) suggest the momentum on
customer service is stable or improving, including 45% who say it was the same, somewhat
(41%) or much (10%) improved.

Strength of Builder Relationship with Tarion
Builders’ views of their relationship with Tarion are statistically unchanged overall. In total,
almost two-thirds (65%) say their relationship with Tarion is “Excellent” (24%) or “Very Good”
(42%). Large builders remain more positive about their relationships than Small and Medium
builders.
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Tarion Advocacy
One of the most sought after metrics in stakeholder and customer satisfaction measurement
is often referred to as “Advocacy”. This is commonly measured by asking survey
respondents about their likelihood to recommend an organization or say positive things about
it to others.
In 2015 we are seeing fewer Medium builders to be described as advocates for Tarion,
willing to say positive things about the organization. Regionally, we’re now seeing the longterm decline in advocacy in Ottawa turn around (now 67% vs. 57% in 2013).
Most Large builders, however, remain Tarion advocates.
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Overall Impression of Tarion
The final overall impression measure in our survey assesses Tarion’s favourability. Tarion’s
overall favourability has increased, with 82% holding a favourable impression, including
those who say they have a somewhat (51%) or very (32%) favourable opinion of Tarion.
Overall impressions of Tarion have climbed by 9% with the 12% increase among Small
volume builders driving much of the change.

Small, Medium and Large sized builders now hold a similar impression of Tarion.
Regionally, favourability increased significantly in GTA and directionally in Ottawa,
Southwestern and Other regions.
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Specific Impressions of Tarion
Builders were offered the opportunity to agree or disagree with a number of statements
about Tarion. As a result, a good majority of builders still chose, in each case, to give a
positive endorsement about Tarion. As the following figure show, 96% of builders agree
Tarion encourages excellence in customer service. Builders also agree that Tarion is
working to reduce illegal building (88%), is educating builders on warranty and construction
(90%), does a good job dealing with homeowner complaints (78%) and has improved
interaction and communication with builders (86%). A notable increase in builders’
impressions is seen in Tarion’s Builder Relations Department provides useful tools and
advice (92%, up 7%).
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Specific Impressions of Tarion
Offered the opportunity to agree or disagree with a number of image traits they might
associate with Tarion, builders remain unchanged in all categories with one trait revealing a
statistically significant increase. The trait ‘Fair’ has increased by 9% over 2013.

Beginning in 2013 a number of additional image traits were added to the survey and we now
have tracking on those – one positive gain was made on “transparent”.
Large builders remain most favourable with one exception being their views toward Tarion as
being “consistent”. Regional differences show Southwestern builders are more likely to
agree Tarion is “easy to do business with” and “transparent”.
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Builder Licensing & Home Enrolment
Areas of evaluation in the 2015 survey again included builders’ satisfaction with Tarion’s
Builder Licensing & Home Enrolment processes.

Builder Licensing Process
While overall results are statistically unchanged, licensing satisfaction increased slightly
among Small builders (10%). Large Builders remain more positive about the licensing
process overall.
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There are increases across the board in satisfaction with specific aspects of the Licensing
Process - driven mainly by the Small builder category. Small and Large builders report
significantly higher satisfaction with the fairness of the registration rules and requirements,
resulting in a statistically significant increase of 20% overall on that component. The
measure of Tarion’s overall licensing communications and Timeliness of Decisions (up 14%
and 13% respectively) are now the most satisfying metric for builders.
GTA builders, also more likely to be Large builders, are typically more satisfied than those
outside the GTA with the fairness of the registration rules and requirements. However, this
year those in Ottawa and the Southwest region increased satisfaction significantly.
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Home Enrolment Process
Home enrolment process satisfaction increased most significantly among Small builders to
produce an overall jump.

Similarly, BuilderLink satisfaction also increased significantly. Large builders remain the most
satisfied. Small builders’ satisfaction rose significantly to 59% (vs 41% in 2013) causing an
overall increase in satisfaction.
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Concerns & Builder-Driven Suggestions for Improvement
Builders’ Major Concerns / Issues with Tarion
There’s been a nice long-term trend with a decline in the proportion of builders reporting they
have issues with Tarion or major concerns about changes Tarion has made in the last two
years. Though not statistically significant, more Ottawa builders raised issues.

The nature of the issues builders mentioned each occurs with a frequency of 3% or less.
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Suggested Improvements to Assist Builders
The key priorities are Tarion’s communication and interaction. The call for an improved
website/online remained important to some builders.
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APPENDIX
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